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Abstract  
Purpose- With increasing governmental revenue and budgets, their responsibility for community development and growth has 

increased. The first step to policy-making in order to attain the desired welfare levels is identify and measure the related indicators 

such as poverty in the best possible way. In Iran, most of conducted poverty surveys due to the lack of panel data cannot decompose 

households to transient and chronic poverty group. In this situation, the Synthetic panel data is a useful and new approach to estimates 

of poverty mobility in countries with only cross-sectional statistics. Therefore, based on this method we calculated the poverty 

dynamic of rural areas in Iran. 

Design/methodology/approach-  The present study, initially calculates the absolute poverty line of rural areas in Iran in 2012, 2015 

and 2016, and then calculates the status of mobility of poverty during those years based on Synthetic panel data approach. 

Finding- The results of the estimation of probability functions for studying poverty dynamics indicated that in rural areas of Iran 

there was a kind of state dependence in poverty. According to the results, there is a dependency state in the rural poverty situation, 

where more than 86% of the households who were poor in 2016 were also poor (non-poor) during the first period (2012 or 2015) and 

only with the probability of less than 14% of the poor (non-poor) households during the past years was in the non-poor (poor) state. 
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1. Introduction 
ccording to the concept of “welfare 

state”, the state plays a key role in 

the protection and promotion of the 

economic and social well-being of 

its citizens based on policies and 

their implementations. In this regard, the control of 

poverty in society and its Reduction Strategies, as 

well as the protection of vulnerable groups (those 

at the highest risk of poverty) can be in the area of 

governments' responsibilities. Hence, measuring 

and identifying poverty is one of the essential parts 

of knowledge for developing community-based 

programs and policies for poverty eradication, 

because, as Ravallion (1998) states, a credible 

measure of poverty can be a powerful tool for 

focusing policymakers' attention on the living 

conditions of the poor people. The purpose of 

presenting a poverty profile is to determine the 

main facts of poverty (such as inequality) and its 

sustainability, and then examine the pattern of 

poverty based on geography and household 

characteristics. Other reasons for measuring 

poverty are (a) to be able to predict and evaluate 

the effects of policies and programs designed to 

help the poor, and (b) to assess the effectiveness of 

institutions aimed at helping the poor (Haughton & 

Khandker, 2009). 

After Adam Smith's and Amartya Sen's definitions 

of poverty, extensive studies have been conducted 

on the identification and measurement of poverty. 

Most of them have used a static method for 

measurement. In these studies, the poverty line and 

aggregate poverty measures are assessed for 

different communities in a given year and the 

characteristics of people are identified, but 

sustainability and dynamics of poverty cannot be 

found in these studies. There are fewer studies on 

dynamics of poverty, for example: Whelan et al 

(2002), Jenkins and Rigg (2001), Jenkins (2000), 

Jarvis and Jenkins (1997). These studies are based 

on panel data and show that poverty is more 

widespread than suggested by cross-sectional 

studies, since the underlying process is the result of 

the accumulation and attrition of household 

resources (Shen et al, 2006). Salehi-Isfahani and 

Majbouri (2010) examined poverty and inequality 

in Iran in a dynamic context using a 4-year panel 

data, collected during 1992–1995. They showed 

short-term income mobility was relatively high, 

which helped reduce high inequality. They found 

that chronic poverty was a more serious problem in 

urban than rural areas, while transient poverty was 

geographically more uniformly distributed. Goshu 

(2013) investigated the dynamics and determinants 

of poverty and vulnerability in rural areas of 

Ethiopia using panel data of households between 

2004 and 2009. They showed that depth and 

severity of poverty were reduced, but had 

increasing incidence. While many households were 

escaping from poverty, others were descending 

into the poverty trap, indicating reduction of 

relative poverty among the poor and the non-poor. 

Determinants of poverty status were household 

size, livestock holding, farming occupation, life 

status, social network, regional dummies, and other 

exogenous shocks. Unlike static poverty studies, 

dynamic poverty studies do not have a long history 

especially in developing countries. One reason is 

the lack of actual panel data in these countries. To 

overcome this limitation, methods such as pseudo-

panel data or synthetic panel data have been 

presented to measure the poverty dynamics in 

countries with no cost/income panel data for 

households. (For more studying, see: Banks, 

Richard and Ager., 2001; Mckenzie, 2004; 

Pencavel, 2007). Since cross-section samples are 

typically refreshed each time that the surveys are 

conducted, synthetic panels are possibly less 

exposed to the concerns about measurement errors 

that are often found at actual panel data. Hence, 

pseudo-panel data is an interesting field of 

research. Dang and Lanjouw (2013) proposed a 

method to construct synthetic panel data from 

cross sections which can provide point estimates of 

poverty mobility. In contrast to traditional pseudo-

panel methods that require multiple rounds of 

cross-sectional data to study poverty at the cohort 

level, the proposed method can be applied to 

settings with as few as two survey rounds and also 

permits investigation at the more disaggregated 

household level. Dang et al. (2014a) used synthetic 

panel data from two rounds of cross-section 

household surveys in 2005 and 2011 to investigate 

poverty dynamics in Senegal. More than half the 

population experienced changes in its poverty 

status and more than two-thirds of the extreme 

(food) poor move up one or two welfare 

categories. According to them, factors such as rural 

residence, disability, exposure to some kind of 

natural disaster, and informality in the labor market 

are associated with a heightened risk of falling into 

poverty. In another study, Dang et al. (2014b) 

A 
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proposed both parametric and non-parametric 

approaches to construct synthetic panels at the 

household level from two rounds of cross sections 

with rather parsimonious assumptions, and tested 

data sets for Vietnam and Indonesia. 

In Iran, until 2012 there was also no actual panel 

data that could track individuals' characteristics 

over time and form the basis of income and 

poverty dynamics studies. Since 2013 onwards, 

there have been actual panel data sets for 

household income and expenditure for two 

consecutive years of 2013 and 2014, but this short 

interval cannot show the actual dynamics of 

poverty. According to Walker and Ryan (1990), at 

least a 7 or 8-year interval is necessary for proper 

measurement. The studies that conducted to 

construct pseudo-panel data in Iran are based on 

pseudo panels developed by Deaton (1985) from 

multiple rounds of cross-sectional data. However, 

pseudo-panel data requires a large number of 

repeated cross-sectional data (Bourguignon, Guo 

and ki 2004). The existing pseudo-panel methods 

may be of limited appeal to policy makers 

interested in the mobility of certain population 

groups, or to economists concerned with mobility 

due to idiosyncratic shocks to income or 

consumption (Dang et al. 2014b). Thus, in the 

absence of actual panel data, synthetic panel data 

derived from cross-sectional household data can be 

used to study poverty dynamics in Iran. 

Considering the importance of being informed of 

poverty dynamics in Iran, and its application in 

planning and policy making on improving 

community welfare, the aim of this study is to 

measure poverty dynamics of rural areas of Iran 

using Dang and Lanjouw (2013)’s presented 

synthetic panel data. 

2. Research Theoretical Literature 
In order to effectively reduce poverty, it is 

necessary to identify the factors leading to 

transitions into and out of poverty line. To do so, 

we require panel data, especially at the household 

or individual level. On the other hand, for various 

reasons such as the high cost of collecting panel 

data, it is not possible to provide panel data for 

many developing countries, and instead it is 

common to collect cross-sectional data. To 

overcome this limitation, Dang and Lanjouw 

(2013) developed a method using panel data based 

on repeated cross-sectional data. They generalized 

the method of Dang et al. (2014b) by (a) 

introducing a method to approximate the 

appropriate correlation term and its theoretical 

upper bound using each country’s own cross 

sectional surveys, and (b) developing construction 

of the synthetic panels to settings where more than 

two rounds of data are available, and (c) extending 

the investigation of household transitions into and 

out of poverty to a much more general setup of 

household movements among different 

consumption groups (Dang & Lanjouw, 2013). In 

this section, first we present a brief review of the 

method described by Dang et al. (2014b) and then 

a brief review of the modified method developed 

by Dang and Lanjouw (2013). 

2.1. Theoretical bound estimation on poverty 

mobility 
Dang et al. (2014b) considered two cross-sectional 

survey periods j (j=1 or 2).  Both are random 

samples of households i (i=1, …, N). If x shows 

household characteristics observed in period j, and 

y presents household consumption or income in 

period j, for prediction of household consumption 

(or income) on household characteristics for 

periods 1 and 2, we can write: 
'

1 1 1 1i i iy x = +  

'

2 2 2 2i i iy x = +  (1) 

ijx  is the vector of household characteristics 

which can include time-invariant variables such as 

sex, ethnicity, religion, language, place of birth, 

and parental education as well as deterministic 

characteristics such as age. The percentage of 

households that are poor in the first period but non-

poor in the second period can be defined as below: 

1 1 2 2( , )i iP y z y z   (2) 

Furthermore, the percentage of poor households in 

the first period that escape poverty in the second 

period can be defined as: 

2 2 1 1( )i iP y z y z   (3) 

In the above equations, Z1 and Z2 represent the 

poverty line in periods 1 and 2, respectively. In 

case of availability of panel data, we can estimate 

the quantities in equations 2 and 3; otherwise, we 

have to use synthetic panels. By assuming that the 

underlying population being sampled in periods 1 

and 2 are the same (Assumption 1), we can rely on 

the time-invariant variables xij that are collected in 

both survey periods to predict the consumptions in 

period 1 for households interviewed in period 2, 
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and vice versa. Also, we can assume that error 

terms i1 and i2 are completely independent of 

each other (have bivariate normal distribution) 

with correlation coefficient () and standard 

deviations i1 and i2 (Assumption 2). The lower 

bound and upper bound estimates of poverty 

mobility can be determined by obtaining 

appropriate values for . If (is known, we can 

estimate quantities in Equation 2 as: 

1 2

' '

1 1 2 2 2 2
1 1 2 2 2( ) , ,i i

i i

z x z x
P y z and y z

 

 


 

 − −
  =  − − 

 
 

 (4) 

Where, 2(.) represents the standard bivariate 

normal cumulative distribution function. 

Parameters 
j and

j
 can be estimated using 

Equation 1, and (can be estimated based on Cohort-

aggregated household consumption data. Equation 

4 indicates that a lower (higher) value of (means a 

higher (lower) probability of being poor in the first 

period but non-poor in the second period (Dang & 

Lanjouw, 2013). Since (is mostly unknown, Dang 

et al. (2014b) suggested that one can start by 

assuming that (is either 0 or 1. 

2.2. Theoretical (estimation) 
Dang and Lanjouw (2013) indicated some 

drawbacks in the method presented by Dang et al. 

(2014b) for identifying bound estimates on poverty 

dynamics. For example, some countries with actual 

panel data may need a more reasonable empirical 

range of (values. Also, (may be different for 

different household welfare outcomes. In this 

regard, they offered following propositions to 

estimate (based on a country’s own cross-sectional 

data: 

Proposition 1- Approximate estimation: Assume 

household consumption follows a simple linear 

dynamic data-generating process given by

2 1 2i i iy y  = + +  )*( where 2i is the random error 

term. Also assume that the sample size of each 

household survey round is large enough, the 

number of cohorts (C) constructed from the survey 

data is fixed, and the cohort dummy variables 

satisfy the relevance and exogeneity criteria for 

instrumental variables for 1iy  in )*(. The simple 

correlation coefficient
1 2i iy y can then be 

approximated with the synthetic panel cohort-level 

simple correlation coefficient
1 2c cy y where c 

indexes the cohorts constructed from the household 

survey data.” (Dang & Lanjouw, 2013, p.9) 

In the absence of true panel data, we do not 

observe 1iy  for the same household with household 

consumption in period 2, but we can predict it by 

projecting household consumption in period 1 on 

the cohort dummy variables. Cohorts can be 

constructed from age or combination of age and 

other time-invariant characteristics as long as the 

cell size for each cohort is large enough (Dang & 

Lanjouw, 2013, p.11). 

Proposition 2- Point estimation: If 
2

jR  (j=1 and 2) 

represents the coefficients of determination 

obtained from estimating Equation 1, and ix  

shows the vector of household time-invariant 

characteristics, the partial correlation coefficient 

(can be estimated by: 

𝜌 =
𝜌𝑦𝑖1𝑦𝑖2√𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑦𝑖1) 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑦𝑖2)−𝛽1

′ 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑥𝑖)𝛽2

𝜎𝜀1𝜎𝜀2
 (5) 

Or 

1 2

2 2

1 2

2 2

1 21 1

i iy y R R

R R




−
=

− −

(if 1 2  ) (6) 

If the estimated parameters in Equation 1 for two 

periods be close to each other, the partial 

correlation coefficient for household consumption 

can be interpreted as the simple correlation 

coefficient purged of its multiple correlation with 

household (time-invariant) characteristics in the 

two survey rounds, and then reweighted by the 

shares of the unexplained predicted errors. (Dang 

& Lanjouw, 2013) 

2.3. Poverty mobility for three or more survey 

periods 
Dang and Lanjouw (2013) generalized the general 

setting where there are three or even more rounds 

of survey data. We assume there are k periods. 

Household consumption levels can be explained by 

household characteristics for survey round by 

following equations (j=1,…, k): 
'

ij j ij ijy x = +
 (7) 

𝑃(𝑦𝑖1 ∼ 𝑧1𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑦𝑖2 ∼ 𝑧2, . . . , 𝑦𝑖𝑘 ∼ 𝑧𝑘) =

𝛷𝑘 (𝑑1
𝑧1−𝛽1

′ 𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝜎𝜀𝑖1
, 𝑑2

𝑧2−𝛽2
′ 𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝜎𝜀𝑖2
, . . . , 𝑑𝑘

𝑧𝑘−𝛽𝑘
′ 𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝜎𝜀𝑖𝑘
, ∑ 𝜌) 

(8) 

Where, Zj is the poverty line in period j, and k(.) 

shows k-variate normal cumulative distribution 
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function. For more discussion, see Dang and 

Lanjouw (2013). 

3. Research Methodology 
In order to analyze the poverty dynamics of rural 

areas in Iran using Synthetic panel data, the 

expenditure/income cross-sectional survey data for 

the years 2012, 2015, and 2016 were used. These 

data includes expenditure/income characteristics of 

households as well as other socio-economic 

characteristics such as age, gender, number of 

students, number of household employees, etc. 

collected each year by the Iranian Statistics Center 

for about 19,300 households in rural areas. The base 

year of this study (i.e. second period or Xi2) was 

2016 and the age of selected households in this year 

was between 30 and 60 years (according to the age 

of the household head). For other years, the age was 

adjusted relative to the base year. 

Poverty line defines the level of consumption (or 

income) needed for a household to escape poverty. 

The cost of basic needs (CBN) approach was 

applied to measure absolute poverty line during the 

studied years. In this approach, the basket of goods 

consists of food and non-food items; thus, the cost 

to meet basic needs is generally measured in two 

steps. At first, the minimum food expenditure 

required to live in a healthy situation, known as the 

food poverty line, is calculated. Then, the minimum 

nonfood expenditure for measuring nonfood poverty 

line is calculated. The consumption aggregate is 

finally obtained adding up these expenditures on 

food and non food items. 

The food poverty line can be calculated based on the 

food energy intake method which shows 

expenditure (or income) per capita against food 

consumption (in calories per person per day) to 

determine the expenditure (or income) level at 

which a household acquires enough food. 

According to the Iranian Ministry of Health 

Department for Improving Nutrition, the average of 

energy consumption in 2012 was 2573 kcal per day. 

We used the Orshansky method to add the 

minimum nonfood expenditure to the food poverty 

line which is based on Engel's Law. In this method, 

the average ratio of household food expenditure to 

total household expenditures is calculated and then, 

multiplicative inverse of fraction is multiplied by 

the food poverty line to determine the total poverty 

line. The calculation of poverty line and the 

correlation term (was done in STATA software. 

In analyzing household characteristics, there were 

different sizes of households that made it difficult to 

compare the welfare of households. Considering the 

saving aspect of collective consumption, household 

expenditure does not always increase as the 

household size increases. In order to solve this 

problem, using the equivalent scales, we can relate 

the expenditure of households with different sizes to 

each other. In this study, we used the equivalents 

proposed by Iranian Ministry of Health Department 

for Improving Nutrition to assign an appropriate 

equivalent scale related to the gender and age of 

household members. Equivalents in Table 1 are 

similar to those presented by Dercon and Krishnan 

(1998). 
Table 1. Adult equivalence scales  

(Source: Iranian Ministry of Health Department for Improving Nutrition, 2018) 

Years of age Men Women 

0-1 0.24 0.22 

1-2 0.33 0.30 

2-3 0.39 0.36 

4-5 0.47 0.43 

6-11 0.66 0.61 

12-17 1.05 0.84 

18-29 1.04 0.79 

30-60 1.00 0.76 

60 plus 0.81 0.69 

 

After calculating the poverty line, Dang and 

Lanjouw (2013)’s proposed technique mentioned 

in Section 2 was used to assess the poverty 

mobility in rural areas of Iran. Gender, age, 

education level of household head, and 

residential area were considered as explanatory 

variables (household characteristics) for the 

estimation of Equation 1. The monthly poverty line 
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and poverty indicators of the rural households per 

adult equivalence for the years 2012, 2015, and 

2016 are presented in Table 2. As can be seen from 

this table, the absolute poverty line in rural areas 

has risen from 1,725,800 Rials in 2012 to 

29,776,575 Rials in 2016. Moreover, poverty 

indices show that the poor population of rural areas 

in Iran has increased from 42.7% to 48.1% from 

2012 to 2016. Also, the poverty gap and severity of 

poverty have increased among surveyed households. 

  
Table 2. Absolute poverty line (Rials) per adult equivalence and poverty indices (percentages) of the rural 

households 

Index 2012 2015 2016 

Absolut poverty line 1725800 2726181 2976757 

Headcount Ratio 42.7 45.8 48.1 

Poverty Gap 13.2 15.0 15.9 

Poverty Severity 5.6 6.7 7.1 

 
For examining the poverty mobility, since 

expenditure /income of about 49% of households 

was the same for two consecutive years of 2015 

and 2016, first, the poverty mobility was estimated 

using a synthetic panel data only for this group of 

households. This was done to compare the actual 

panels and synthetic panels obtained in this with 

those presented by Dang and Lanjouw (2013) in 

estimating poverty mobility. 

4. Research Findings 
Table 3 presents the values of obtained correlation 

coefficient ( 2015 2016yi yi ). Partial correlation 

coefficient () of residues of household 

consumption regression on explanatory variables 

(gender, age, education level of household head, 

and region) was estimated by: 

0 1 2 3 4 1ij ij ij ij ij iy gen age edu reg     = + + + + +   (9) 

For households living in Tehran, reg (region) was 

considered to be 1 and for other cities as 0. From 

Table 3, we can say that the difference in 

correlation coefficient of household consumption 

in two 2015 and 2016 using actual panels and 

synthetic panels is 0.7%. This difference for the 

partial correlation coefficient () of regression 

residues is 0.07%. In the study of Dang and 

Lanjouw (2013), the estimated cohort-level simple 

correlation coefficient for Bosnia-Herzegovina, 

Lao PDR, Peru, Vietnam, and United States was 

between 0.01 and 0.18 with a relative difference of 

2-18%. This indicates that the synthetic panel data 

has no considerable difference with actual panel 

data in Iran, and this approach can be used to 

analyze poverty mobility based on cross-sectional 

data in the absence of actual panel data. 

 
Table 3. Estimated values of (using actual panel data and synthetic panel data for years 2015 and 2016 

Coefficient Actual panels 
Synthetic 

panels 

Relative difference 

(%) 

15 16yi yi  0.9862 0.9931 % 0.70 

  0.9714 0.9721 % 0.07 

 

Values of estimated correlation coefficient for the 

years 2012 and 2016 are presented in Table 4. By 

comparing these results with those shown in Table 

3, it can be said that the (values are less than 

yijyij values. This confirms the compatibility of 

the estimate with theoretical foundations. In order 

to study the household transitions into and out of 

poverty line in 2015 and 2016, both actual panels 

and synthetic panels were used, but for estimating 

poverty mobility in 2012 and 2016, only the 

synthetic panel method was employed. 
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Table 4. Estimated values of (based on synthetic panel data for years 2012 and 2016 

Coefficient 12 16yi yi    

Actual panels 0.939 0.9195 

 
Table 5. Poverty dynamics (Joint probabilities) based on actual and synthetic panel data for three years 

First Period and 

Second Period 

2015-2016 2012-2016 

Actual panels 
Synthetic 

Panels 
Synthetic Panels 

Poor, Poor 
46.2 

(0.110)* 

43.7 

(0.110) 

43.6 

(0.105) 

Poor, Nonpoor 
3.79 

(0.012) 

6.21 

(0.009) 

6.39 

(0.02) 

Nonpoor, Poor 
3.78 

(0.011) 

6.20 

(0.008) 

6.35 

(0.018) 

Nonpoor, Nonpoor 
42.26 

(0.109) 

43.8 

(0.108) 

43.6 

(0.105) 

 *Numbers in parentheses are standard errors 

 
By using actual panel data, 46.2%, 3.79%, 3.78% 

and 46.26% and by using synthetic panel data, 

43.7%, 6.21%, 6.20%, and 43.8% of rural 

households were poor in the two periods of 2015 

and 2016, poor in 2015 but non-poor in 2016, non-

poor in 2015 but poor in 2016, and non-poor in 

both periods, respectively. In 2012 and 2016, 

43.6% of rural households were poor in two 

periods, 6.39% poor in 2012 but non-poor in 2016, 

6.35% non-poor in 2012 but poor in 2016, and 

43.6% poor in both years (Table 5). 

As the educational level of the household head 

increases, the rural households’ probability of 

being poor decreases in the two periods of 2012-

2016, and 2015-2016, while their probability of 

being non-poor increases (Fig. 1b,c). Moreover, 

the probability of a transition from being non-poor 

to being poor in two periods due to the increase in 

educational level of household head did not show a 

regular trend (Fig.1a). The only important thing 

was the low probability of exiting poverty (<0.1). 

In 2012-2016, with increased educational level, the 

chance of entering poverty regularly reduced in the 

households with both male and female heads 

(Fig.1d). 

Table 6 presents conditional probabilities of 

poverty status by two methods in three years. The 

probability of being poor in 2016, given that they 

were poor in 2015, is 92.39% using actual panels 

and 87.12% using synthetic panels. For the period 

2012-2016, this probability is 86.83% using 

synthetic panels. The proportion of the households 

that were poor in 2016 given that they were non-

poor in 2015 is 7.60% using actual panels and 

12.88% using synthetic panels.This proportion for 

the period 2012-2016 is 13.16% using synthetic 

panels. Moreover, the proportion of the households 

who were non-poor in 2016 given that they were 

poor in 2015 is 7.58% using actual panels and 

12.87% using synthetic panels. This proportion for 

the period 2012-2016 was 13.18% using synthetic 

panels. Also, by using these two methods 

respectively, there are probabilities of 92.41 and 

87.13% that the households were non-poor in 

2016, given that they were poor in 2015. This 

probability for the period 2012-2016 using 

synthetic panels is 86.82%. 
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Figure 1. Joint probability (%) of poverty in households categorized by gender and education of household head 

(p=poor, np=non-poor) 

 
Table 6. Poverty dynamics (conditional probabilities) based on actual and synthetic panels for years 2012, 2015, 

and 2016 

First Period--> Second 

Period 

2015-2016 2012-2016 

Actual panels Synthetic Panels Synthetic Panels 

Poor--> Poor 
92.39 

(0.02)* 

87.12 

(0.025) 

86.83 

(0.041) 

Poor--> Nonpoor 
7.60 

(0.02) 

12.88 

(0.025) 

13.16 

(0.041) 

Nonpoor--> Poor 
7.58 

(0.016) 

12.87 

(0.024) 

13.18 

(0.046) 

Nonpoor--> Nonpoor 
92.41 

(0.016) 

(87.13) 

(0.024) 

86.82 

(0.046) 
*Numbers in parentheses are standard errors 
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Figure 2. Comparing conditional probabilities in households categorized by gender and education of household 

head (p=poor, np=non-poor) 

 

Figure 2 plots conditional probabilities of poverty 

for the households with different genders and 

educational levels of household heads. As can be 

seen, the probability of change in poverty status 

provided that the status remains unchanged in the 

base year, had almost the same trends in female-

headed and male-headed households. With an 

increase in the educational level of the household 

head, the probability of being poor in 2016 

provided that the households were poor in 2012 

and 2015, decreased. However, the probability of 

being non-poor in 2016 provided that the 

households were poor in 2012 and 2015, increased. 

Furthermore, the probability of being poor in 2016 

provided that they were non-poor in 2012 and 

2015, increased as the educational level of the 

household head increased. The results in Figure 2 

also show the increasing likelihood of remaining 

non-poor in rural areas in 2016 if households were 

non-poor in 2012 and 2015. 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 
In this study, poverty dynamics of rural areas of 

Iran was investigated for the years 2012, 2015, and 

2016. The findings revealed that the absolute 

poverty line in rural areas has risen from 2012 to 

2016. Since the survey of household income in 

Iran is conducted using cross-sectional data, actual 

panel data cannot be used for dynamic analysis of 

the welfare and poverty status of households. For 

such studies, we need to use other methods that 

make estimates close to reality. In this study we 

used the method presented by Dang and Lanjouw 

(2013). To check the accuracy of the method, first 

poverty dynamics for the years 2015 and 2016 

were estimated by using both actual panels and 
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synthetic panels. In the first method (actual 

panels), only joint households whose heads had 

age range of 30- 60 years in 2016, and 29-59 years 

in 2015 were selected for the study. In the second 

method (synthetic panels), analysis was with 

respect to the age range of household head and 

according to the techniques provided by Dang and 

Lanjouw (2013). In this regard, based on Deaton 

(1985)’s method, households were divided into 31 

age groups and the partial correlation coefficient of 

the residuals was calculated. Comparing estimates 

using the actual panels and the synthetic panels, 

the relative difference in 2015 and 2016 was only 

0.7%. Also, the maximum values that the partial 

correlation of the residuals can have were equal to 

the simple correlation for household consumption. 

Hence, we concluded that our results are consistent 

with Dang and Lanjouw’s theory. 

The results of the estimation of probability 

functions for studying poverty dynamics indicated 

that in rural areas of Iran there was a kind of state 

dependence in poverty. During the studied years, 

more than 86% of the households that were poor 

(non-poor) in 2016, were also poor (non-poor) 

during the first period (2012 or 2015). Only less 

than 14% of the poor (non-poor) households in 

2016 were likely to be non-poor (poor) in the first 

period. One of the reasons for the state dependence 

in poverty is that the mood of those who are in the 

poverty line can be negatively affected. 

Experienced poverty can lead to a negative state, 

loss of motivation and even devaluation resulting 

in less chance of finding jobs for the unemployed, 

or finding low-quality jobs or unstable businesses 

which increase the risk of poverty. Another reason 

is that being poor can be related to negative 

motivations which can make the unemployed 

people feel that it is worthless to find a job, or even 

make them keep their low-wage job. Considering 

the heterogeneity of welfare and income levels of 

households in the provinces of Iran, it is expected 

that the sustainability of poverty be different and 

requires more studies in this area.  
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 مبسوط  دهیچک

 مقدمه -1
گیری و شناسایی فقر از ملزومات و جزو الینفک  دانکج جهک  اندازه

های فقرزدایکی جامهکه اسک . بهکد از ارا که ها و سیاس تدوین برنامه

ای در آمارتیکا سکن از فقکر معالهکات گسکتردهتهاریف آدام اسمی  و 

گیری فقر ایستا صورت گرفک   در مقابکآ آن حوزه شناسایی و اندازه

بررسی پویایی فقکر بکوی ه در کشکورهای در حکال توسکهه از قکدم  

های تکابلویی طوالنی برخوردار نیس . یکی از دالیآ این امر نبود داده

بکر ایکن نقصکان، دنک  و  قابآ اتکا در این جوامع اسک . بکرای بلبکه

هکای تکابلویی ترکیبکی را بکرای رویکرد داده 2013همکاران در سال 

های مقعهی ارا ه دادنکد. بکا توجکه بکه معالهات فقر با استفاده از داده

کارگیری آن در های فقر کشور و بهاهمی  شناخ  و آگاهی از پویایی

، بررسککی های بهبککود رفککاه جامهککهگذاریها و سیاسکک ریزیبرنامککه

هکای تکابلویی های فقر مناطق روسکتایی کشکور بکه روا دادهپویایی

 ( محور پ وهج حاضر خواهد بود.2013ترکیبی دن  و همکاران )

 تحقیق مبانی نظری -2
 منجکر که شودمی اطالق اجتماعی تغییرات فرآیندهای به فقر پویایی

 اصکلی بهکد دو فقکر پویکایی. شوندمی فقر تداوم یا کاهج افزایج، به

 و شککوندمی مربککو  مککزمن فقکر بککه کککه بلندمککدت فرآینکدهای: دارد

 یطورکل. بکهگردندمی گذرا فقر ایجاد باعث که مدتکوتاه فرآیندهای

 با و کندمی بررسی را فقر از خانوارها خروج و ورود جریان فقر پویایی

 و تغییکر دادن نشکان آن اصکلی هکد  لکذا. اس  متفاوت فقر ذخیره

 اند. کرده تجربه را فقر که اس  افرادی وضهی  تحول

 

 اجتمکاعی هکایگروه بکه رسکیدن فقر پویایی بررسی کاربردی نتیجه

 اصالح و بررسی و اقتصادی و اجتماعی هایگذاریسیاس  برای هد 

از این حیث هنگامی ککه در جامهکه فقکر . اس  کالن هایسیاس  در

فظ  از گروه بیکر فقیکر و نیکز های محاگذرا وجود دارد باید سیاس 

پذیر از ورود به دایکره فقکر اولویک  باشکد در حالیککه در اقشار آسیب

شککرایف فقککر مککزمن بایککد مککداخالت سککاختاری بلندمککدت ماننککد 

ها مورد توجه قرار گذاری در سرمایه انسانی و بهبود زیرساخ سرمایه

 (. 2014گیرد )دن  و همکاران، 

 روش تحقیق -3

هکای داده از فقر مناطق روستایی کشکور هایپویایی تحلیآ منظور به

 1395و  1394، 1391های خانوار برای سال درآمد – هزینه پیمایج

بکوده و  1395سکال  شده اس . سال پایکه در ایکن پک وهج استفاده

 خانوارهای انتخاب شده بر اساس سن سرپرس  خانوار در ایکن سکال

ها نسکب  بکه سکال پایکه دیگر سکال سال اس  و برای 60تا  30بین 

تهدیآ شد. با استفاده از رویکرد اورشانسکی محاسبه خف فقر معلکق 

محاسبه و به منظور بررسی میزان تحکر  فقکر در منکاطق روسکتایی 

اسک . ( بهکره گرفتکه شکده 2013کشور از رویکرد دن  و همکاران )

جنسی ، سکن، میکزان تحصکیالت سرپرسک  خکانوار و منعقکه محکآ 

 ن  به عنوان متغیرهای توضیحی در نظر گرفته شده اس .سکو

 های تحقیقیافته -4

های فقر برای خانوارهای روستایی کشور بکر خف فقر ماهانه و شاخص

بکه  ککه 1395و  1394، 1391های حسب فرد مهادل بکال  در سکال

روا خف فقر معلق )با رویکرد اورشانسکی( محاسبه شد بکه ترتیکب 
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ریال اس . برای بررسی میکزان  2976757و  2726181، 1725800

 ( استفاده شد. 1)تحر  فقر با استفاده از مهادله 

 0 1 2 3 4 1ij ij ij ij ij iy gen age adu reg     = + + + + +  

جنسکی   genنمایانگر سال مورد معالهه،  jنماد خانوار،  iکه در آن 

میکزان تحصکیالت  aduسن سرپرس  خانوار،  ageسرپرس  خانوار، 

دهنده محآ سککون  خکانوار اسک  ککه نشان regسرپرس  خانوار و 

و برای دیگر مناطق کشور عکدد  1برای خانوارهای ساکن تهران عدد 

هکای دهد بر اسکاس رویککرد دادهلحاظ شده اس . نتایج نشان می 0

های درصکدخانوارهای روسکتایی در سکال 46تابلویی واقهی بکیج از 

های در سکالدر وضهی  فقر ثابتی هستند. همچنین،  1395و  1394

 39/6درصد خانوارهکا در هکر دو سکال فقیکر،  6/43، 1395و  1391

درصکد  35/6بیر فقیکر،  1395فقیر و در سال  1391درصد در سال 

 6/43فقیکر و  1395بیکر فقیکر و در سکال  1391خانوارها در سکال 

انکد.احتمال فقیکر بکودن درصد خانوارهکا در هکر دو سکال فقیکر بوده

ها در سال به شر  فقیر بودن آن 1395ر سال خانوارهای روستایی د

های تابلویی واقهی به ترتیب برابکر بکا بر اساس دو رویکرد داده 1394

 1395و  1391درصد اس . این شاخص برای سال  12/87و  39/92

درصد اس .  83/86های تابلویی ترکیبی برابر با بر اساس رویکرد داده

یر هستند به شکر  آنککه در فق 1395نسب  خانوارهایی که در سال 

درصد بر اساس  88/12و  60/7بیر فقیر باشند به ترتیب  1394سال 

که درصکد ایکن جمهیک  بکرای سکال دو رویکرد مذکور بوده درحالی

 باشد. درصد می 16/13برابر با  1395و  1391

 گیری نتیجهو  بحث -5

ککه بکر مبنکای  2013در این پ وهج از روا دن  و همکاران سال 

تابع احتماالت حاصآ از رگرسیون مصر  بکر روی متغیرهکای ثابک  

زمانی اس ، برای تحلیآ پویایی فقر مناطق روسکتایی اسکتفاده شکد. 

برای بررسی میکزان دقیکق بکودن روا در ابتکدا پویکایی فقکر بکرای 

هککای تککابلویی واقهککی و دادهدو رویکککرد  1395و  1394های سککال

های تابلویی ترکیبی مورد بررسکی قکرار گرفک . در رویککرد اول، داده

سال برای سکال  60تا  30فقف خانوارهایی مشتر  با سرپرس  بین 

انتخاب و تحر  فقر آن تحلیکآ  1394سال برای  59تا  29و  1395

و  شد. در رویکرد دوم، تحلیآ با رعای  بکازه سکنی سرپرسک  خکانوار

 روا تحلیآ پویایی فقر برمبنای شیوه دن  و همکاران انجام شد. 

گیری میکزان همبسکتگی های تابلویی ترکیبی برای اندازهرویکرد داده

بندی بر پایه روا دیتون های رگرسیون از روا گروهجز ی باقیمانده

( بهره گرفته اس  که در این راستا در مقاله حاضر خانوارها به 1985)

ها محاسبه ه سنی تقسیم و ضریب همبستگی جز ی باقیماندهگرو 31

بکر اسکاس رویککرد  1395و  1394های شد. ایکن شکاخص در سکال

درصکد تفکاوت نسکبی  7/0های تابلویی واقهکی و ترکیبکی فقکف داده

 اند. داشته

بررسی پویکایی فقکر بکر اسکاس تکابع احتمکاالت مشکتر  و شکرطی 

گیکرد. ای مختلکف صکورت میهنامهادالت مصر  و خف فقر در دوره

دهد که در مناطق نتایج حاصآ از برآورد این تابع احتماالت نشان می

روستایی کشور نوعی وابسکتگی حالک  در وضکهی  فقکر وجکود دارد. 

های مورد معالهکه اعکم از رویککرد جه  تشریح این معلب طی سال

ال درصد خانوارهایی که در سک 86های تابلویی و ترکیبی بیج از داده

یکا سکال  1391فقیر )بیکر فقیکر( بودنکد در دوره اول )سکال  1395

درصکد  14و تنها با احتمال کمتر از  بوده( نیز فقیر )بیر فقیر( 1394

در دوره قبآ بیر فقیر )فقیر(  1395خانوارهای فقیر )بیر فقیر( سال 

 اند.بوده

یبی، های تابلویی ترکگیری فقر، فقر پویا، دادهاندازه :کلمات کلیدی

 . مناطق روستایی، ایران

 تشکر و قدرانی

، (فاطمه گریوانیاول ) نویسندهرساله دکتری پ وهج حاضر برگرفته از 
اقتصکادی، دانشکگاه فردوسکی مشکهد،  گروه اقتصاد، دانشککده علکوم اداری و

 .اس  مشهد، ایران.
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